
Ulster Quarterly Meeting
Lynn Benson, Richhill Meeting

Ulster Quarterly Meeting held at Moyallon Meeting House on Saturday 16th ninth month 2017

Meeting for Worship and reading of Paragraph 2:19 from Quaker Life and Practice opened UQM. 
Attendance was 22 including E. Heather Bewley, Dublin MM.
The September Meeting was one of reports but those  involved moved steadily through the agenda and it was
not tedious and concluded by 4:00 p.m.
The long-term Clerk of the Education Committee, Aidan D Pearson has stepped down and Cherith J Boyd  is
the new Clerk. 
Hillsborough Meeting House restoration is complete and the official opening set for October 8. The adjacent 
cottage requires treatment for damp. UQM approved a request from the committees for funds to meet half 
the projected costs, the rest to be from Lisburn MM.
In June, Moyallon Centre celebrated 10 years since first opening. The Management Committee is involved 
with all types of tasks including upkeep and looking at future needs. Financially, bookings cover outgoings
with bequests and gifts helping to fund specific projects. With 28,000 bookings for various groups, the 
Centre's role as a resource and outreach is clear.
C Rosemary H Castagner presented the Travel and Education Fund report and emphasised the funds are 
underused. These are available to assist with travel costs to Quaker activities. Friends are urged to contact 
rosemarycastagner@gmail.com   for application forms.
In the IQFA (Ulster) report, Jane E Lutton indicated the amazing geographical scope of organisations & their
projects assisted by IQFA. The importance of donations and fund raising within Meetings in Ulster was 
recognised. If  Meetings would like a speaker from IQFA to visit to inform and encourage, contact Maitiu 
O'Murchu mpoms@gmail.com  .
Quaker Service reported that the work of Quaker Cottage and Quaker Connections continues with some 
extensions to prisons and involvement with other third sector organisations. A funding deficit emphasises the
need for the support of Friends. Full discussion would take place at the AGM September 28.
The ongoing involvement and support of UQM with Jireh Quaker School in Uganda was encouraged by W 
Paul Sinton. 
From Ulster Friends Trustees Ltd, Philip A McDonagh and Daniel H Sinton reported on funds and uses of 
the James and Elizabeth Muriel Young Old People's Home Trust and the Jesse Cairns Bequest.
UFT strongly recommends that all properties held under deed be registered with the Northern Ireland Land 
Registry.
A significant change in investment policy was noted: UFT investment policy now excludes direct 
investment of funds in companies trading or manufacturing fossil fuels.  Divestment of all stock in fossil 
fuel companies has been concluded. The new policy applies only to the James and Elizabeth Muriel Young 
Fund and the Jessie Cairns Fund but UFT is willing to advise Meetings with respect to their investments.

On reflection, each of these reports is one of service here and further afield with manifestly differing 
individuals and groups. It is testimony to “Let your life speak”. UQM's life does speak.

Please note:  UQM is always to be held the third Saturday in September. David L Gamble is the new UQM 
Correspondent. 
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